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Abstract

Programming distributed systems requires maintaining consistency among data replicas. In recent years, various language-level abstractions have emerged for this issue that fall into two fundamental approaches: data-centric and operation-centric solutions. In the former developers explicitly assign consistency levels to data, in the latter they attach consistency constraints to operations. In practice, developers may benefit from both in the same application: data-centric consistency harmonizes well with object-oriented programming, yet one may need the flexibility to access the same data with a different consistency level depending on the operation. Currently, there is no solution that integrates both: it is a conceptual challenge to unify these two models and design a type system capable of ensuring their correct interaction.

We present ConOpY, a programming language that integrates both data-centric and operation-centric consistency into the same design. ConOpY’s type system guarantees prevents consistency violations resulting from an improper mix of consistency models. ConOpY is implemented as a Java extension based on annotations.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Distributed programming languages.
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1 Background

In distributed applications exists a trade-off between consistency and availability [5]. Emphasizing consistency simplifies development due to a clearly-ordered view of events. Yet, this necessitates extensive inter-device coordination, impacting performance. To mitigate these issues, some systems prioritize availability by working on local states, merging them when feasible [13]. This approaches are efficient, offer consistency guarantees such as causality or convergence, and are referred to as weakly consistent [7]. In contrast, systems necessitating coordination are termed strongly consistent. Most software systems opt for weak consistency to enhance efficiency, although certain functionalities still demand strong consistency. For instance, in online stores, payments require strong consistency while browsing utilizes weak. In multiplayer online games, account data might need strong consistency whereas the game state is managed with weak [4]. Social networks require a mix, with strong consistency necessary for user index updates and weak for scalability [12].

Mixed consistency. In practice, neither strong nor weak are enough for an entire application. Developers must instead mix various levels of consistency. There are two strategies. (1) They can utilize multiple stores, each providing a distinct data consistency level [9, 10]. Here, the consistency level is determined upon assigning data objects to their respective stores, and objects are always accessed using the consistency level of the store. This limits flexibility as the same data can’t be accessed with different consistency levels – a bank account is typically viewed as strongly consistent, but in some situations, reading the account balance with a weaker consistency level suffices. (2) Developers employ data stores that allow selection of consistency levels per operation, enabling access to a single data object with varying levels [2, 8]. This, however, necessitates to consider the consistency level of all operations applied to an object, not just the object itself. Developers must reason about the consistency of all modifications, from all processes involved in the application.

Both options, however, are prone to errors as incorrect mixing of consistency levels can lead to consistency violations, e.g., when a weakly consistent value (which might temporarily be inconsistent due to concurrent writes not visible to all processes simultaneously) is written into a strongly consistent object that guarantees a common global view. The
We introduce ConOpY, an object-oriented programming language that offers integrated support for mixed consistent replication. The novelty lies in the innovative approach to incorporating operation-centric consistency, thereby enabling seamless reasoning about both data-centric and operation-centric consistency through a unified mechanism.

At the core of ConOpY lies the concept of replicated objects, objects that exist across multiple processes. Developers interact with replicated objects through operations, which are invoked as methods. Operations can modify and query the replicated state. Each operation is assigned a consistency level, which dictates how processes coordinate to execute the operation. To represent this, we define two consistency levels, Strong and Weak (corresponding to unavailability and high-availability, respectively [1]). Strong operations require coordination between processes, ensuring strong correctness guarantees through sequential execution of concurrent operations. In contrast, Weak operations can be executed by a single process and are later coordinated, allowing for temporally inconsistent states between replicas, with the eventual guarantee of consistency.

ConOpY offers two fashions to define consistency: consistency for entire replicated objects (data-centric) or consistency for individual methods (operation-centric). These choices of consistency are enforced through the type system, enabling static reasoning about consistency. For the data-centric approach, developers annotate classes with specific consistency levels, resulting in replicated objects instantiated with the designated consistency level. All operations performed on these objects inherit the chosen consistency, ensuring a consistent treatment of the object’s state. In the operation-centric approach, consistency is specified at the granularity of methods. Developers attach consistency annotations to method declarations, and ConOpY automatically infers the required consistency levels from these method specifications. Importantly, ConOpY facilitates the seamless interoperability of these two approaches, allowing developers to combine them within the same application as needed.

To ensure the correct mixing of data-centric and operation-centric consistency levels and prevent consistency violations, ConOpY is equipped with a consistency type system that verifies the correctness of specified consistency levels with respect to each other, specifically ensuring that Strong data does not depend on Weak(er) data.

We intend to evaluate ConOpY on both a local setup and the EC2 Cloud, aiming to demonstrate that it enables the correct integration of data-centric and operation-centric consistency. Additionally, we seek to showcase ConOpY’s ability to introduce concurrent execution when feasible, all while relieving developers from the burden of reasoning about consistency correctness.
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